We construct a self-starting Simpson's type block hybrid method (BHM) consisting of very closely accurate members each of order p=q+2 as a block. The higher order members of each were obtained by increasing the number k in the multi-step collocation (MC) used to derive the k-step continuous formula (k≥2) through the aid of MAPLE soft wire program. The stability analysis is poorer as the step size k increases, as expected with the linear multi-step methods (lmms), discrete or continuous. In this paper we identify a continuous hybrid block schemes (CHBS) through the addition of one off-mesh collocation points in the MC. The (CHBS) is evaluated along with it's first derivative where necessary to give continuous hybrid block schemes for a simultaneous application to the stiff ordinary differential equations (SODEs} with initial, boundary or mixed conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The hybrid schemes have been developed since the 1960's but these methods have not as yet received a great deal of attention (see Lambert [2] ) in the literature as deserve despite their higher accuracy over the single linear multi-step methods (lmms) of the same step size k. Maybe the main reason for this may be due to the fact that, the need for special predictors to estimate the off-step solutions present in the corrector formulae.
Following we identify a continuous hybrid scheme (CHS) through the addition of one or more off-mesh collocation points in the multi-step collocation (MC) of the form given by equation 2.18 in next section. The single (CHS) is evaluated at some distinct points involving mesh and off-mesh points along with it's first derivative, where necessary, to give multiple hybrid block schemes for the treatment of stiff ordinary differential equations. This paper is partitioned into sections as follows. In section 2.0 we restate the MC procedure involving off-mesh collocation points for each k≥2 and we analyze on its convergence analysis obtained in a block form. We obtained the order and error constants in a block form, the stability regions are also plotted. Section 3.0 is the numerical implementation of the block hybrid schemes on stiff (ODEs) and we give conclusion in section 4.0.
The method Derivation techniques of MC.
Let us consider the first order system of ODEs y 1 = f(x,y) , a < x < b, y,f∈ℜ s ------------2.11 where y satisfies a given set of s associated conditions, which are either all initial, all boundary or mixed conditions. The idea of the k -step MC, following , is to find a polynomial U of the form 
are chosen from the step x n+i as well as one or more off -step points.
The following assumptions are made;
1. Although the step size can be variable, for simplicity in our presentation of the analysis in this paper, we assume it is constant 
With this assumptions we obtain an MC polynomial, following [C 5] ; ;
we obtain the three discrete schemes, interesting the integrator obtained at 
Using the maple soft ware environment to evaluate (2.21) at the grid points 
We obtain the four discrete schemes, namely, We obtain the element of the matrices A and B from the coefficients of the collocation points and the elements of U and V are obtained from the interpolation points, comparing (2.52) and (2.53), we see that . , , , 
CONCLUSION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
It is evident from the above tables that our proposed methods are indeed accurate, and can handle stiff equations. Also in terms of stability analysis, the methods are A-stables and the scheme have also been shown to be of good order.
